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Falcon Bass Boats’ newest Bird, the F185 Hatches 

 

Newberry, S.C. – November 16, 2020 – Falcon Bass Boats’ newest bird is cracking its shell, the Falcon F185 

is set to take flight from the nest soon.  The newest addition to the Falcon Bass Boats lineup is expected to 

begin shipping by year end. 

 

Coming in at 18 feet, 9 inches, the F185 presents anglers an economical, mid horsepower vessel that shares all 

of the characteristics of the falcon product, in a package that fits the bill for anglers who enjoy fishing from 

smaller boats.  Despite the shorter length, the F185 carries a beam of 93.5 inches, has a 31-gallon fuel capacity 

and can be powered by a maximum 175 horsepower outboard.  

 

The F185 will come standard with a 150 horsepower outboard mounted on a manual jackplate, sit on a quality 

engineered single axle Falcon Trailer that measures 24 feet in towing position, a Minn Kota Edge trolling motor 

and 5 inch and 7-inch graphs that make for the perfect  recreational fishing package.  The F185 is expected to be 

available for a price point in the $35,000 to upper thirty thousand range, depending on options. 

 

Like all other Falcon models, the F185 will feature the deck layout that includes the innovative and familiar 

Falcon Wing front hinged rod locker design, high quality components and storage compartments and provides 

more fishing room, and the quality ride the market has come to expect from Falcon Bass Boats. 

 

Even though it is a shorter package, Tim De Priest, Falcon Boats’ co-founder says consumers should expect a 

lot of boat.  “This is a Falcon Boat, without a doubt,” said De Priest.  “We took great care to make sure it fit our 

lineup, had all the same quality components, and had one of the best fishing platforms in the category.  The 

F185 lives up to our performance demands and our ‘Big Decks’ motto; fish it and see, we think you’ll agree.” 

 

According to co-founder Stephen Waller, building the F185 was a result of demand.  “We have been getting a 

lot of questions about an 18-foot model,” said Waller.  “We have put a lot of time in this model, and feel like it 

will be one of the best values in the 18-foot category when considering the factors; the F185 is all Falcon, at a 

price that should please.” 

 

Falcon Boats F185 Specifications 

Length – 18’ 9” 

Beam – 93.5” 

Fuel Capacity – 31 Gallons 

Approximate Dry Weigh 1650 pounds 

Max Horsepower - 175 

Width on Trailer – 95.5” 

Length on Trailer – Towing Length 24’ 

Engine Down, Tongue Folded - 21’ 10” 

Engine Down, Turned, Tongue Folded – 21’ 9” 

 

For more information about Falcon Bass Boats and the newly hatched F185, visit them on the web at 

http://www.falconbassboats.com/newmodel on Facebook and Instagram or contact them at 803-276-0033 for 

questions or dealer inquiries.  

 

About Falcon Boats – Falcon boats; established in 2015, currently produces the F185, F195, F205 and F215, 

the F20 Hybrid Series, the F20 and F21 Tournament Editions and the F20 Predator.  The boats are designed 

with the strongest stringer grids and some of the widest beams in their class to provide increased stability and an 

improved ride on rough waters.    

http://www.falconbassboats.com/


A product of a lifetime of boat building, Falcon Boats was created with the goal to provide a premium 

quality, high performing, tournament worthy boat at an affordable price.  The company’s founders have over 90 

years of combined boat manufacturing experience.  Their vast boat building experience in both the freshwater 

and saltwater industries are combined to build an exceptional boat for fishability and serviceability. This 

experience, along with a passion for fishing, provides a wealth of knowledge on what goes into making the best 

fishing boat.   
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